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Abstract
The partial  and  total  oxidation  of  C2H4,  C3H6 separately  and  in  mixtures  and  CO on  a  CrOx/γ-
Al2O3 catalyst was studied to describe the reaction kinetics. Based on catalytic cycles
mechanistic kinetic models of all reactions were derived. For reduction of adjustable parameters
individually measured adsorption isotherms were used to parameterize adsorption constants in
the kinetic models. The complex reaction network was decomposed in 3 sub-networks to support
parameter estimation, to quantify and validate kinetic rate approaches. The best fit for hydro-
carbon reactions was achieved by an Eley–Rideal and CO by a Mars–van Krevelen approach.
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21 Introduction
The exhaust emission standard for industrial facilities, coal-fired power stations and automobiles
was rapidly increased in the last decades. Therefore, much research has been dedicated to
identify suitable catalysts for the total oxidation of model volatile organic compounds (VOC) [1–
3]. In this connection, noble metal catalysts proved to be most active for such reactions [4, 5].
Frequently used active metals are platinum [5–9], rhodium [8] and palladium [10, 11] supported
on γ-Al2O3 particles or monoliths. In addition, combinations of these metals are favorite [12, 13].
However, based on lower costs, higher stability and more unsusceptible against catalyst
poisoning the trend tends to the application of transition metal oxide catalysts [1, 2, 14, 15].
Therefore, the most active oxidation catalyst combination is CrO3 [1]. Also vanadium based
catalysts [16–18] offer high activity and are used, too. However, the oxidation suitability
depends also from the type of the reactants. Hence, variable catalyst activity can occur [19, 20].
Based on the kind of the catalyst different reaction mechanisms are preferred. Using noble metal
catalysts an adsorption–desorption mechanism is often proposed. In this case, all reactants have
to adsorb at an active catalyst site. Afterwards, these adsorption sites will react with each other
and the products desorb immediately. That can be quantified using the well-established
Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson approach. Simplifications are possible if only one
reactant adsorbs at the catalyst surface and others react from the gas phase with the adsorbed
species (Eley–Rideal mechanism). Transition metal oxide catalysts works as oxygen storage. The
total oxidation consumes lattice, adsorbed and gas phase oxygen, respectively [3, 15, 20].
Consequently, an oxidation–reduction cycle can be determined [21, 22]. However, in many cases
the real reaction mechanism remains unknown, in spite of sophisticated ex and in situ
spectroscopy techniques [23]. In literature different mechanisms of the total oxidation of short-
chain  olefins  and  carbon  monoxide  on  a  CrOx catalyst were discussed [20, 22]. Yao [20]
prepared and analyzed α-Cr2O3 with different morphological appearances for the total oxidation
of short-chain olefins, alkanes and carbon monoxide. In accordance to the adsorption
measurements it was concluded that the investigated Cr2O3/Si catalyst offer no surface lattice
oxygen for the total oxidation reaction mechanism. In contrast Murzin and Salmi [22] illustrated
that Cr2O3 follows the MvK mechanism for the carbon monoxide oxidation.
Based on these mechanisms different global kinetic rate approaches can be determined [22, 24,
25]. However, at special conditions experimental measured concentration profiles can be
3explained with several rate models [26, 27]. The rate models used for the kinetic modeling are
presented in section 3.
These global kinetic rate approaches possess a high number of free parameters. The adsorption
constants in the kinetic expressions are typically estimated by kinetic measurements [28–30].
The simultaneous estimation of the temperature dependence of reaction and adsorption is
difficult because of ill-conditioned inverse problems in optimization algorithm [31, 32]. In
literature [33, 34] the mathematical model reduction technique, the subset selection method was
introduced. It allows the identification of ill-conditioned parameter subsets in order to exclude
the parameters from the estimation task. As a result, a reduced model with estimable parameters
can be suggested. This method was successfully demonstrated for different problems [25, 35–
37].  The  mathematical  description  of  the  global  formulation  of  the  subset  selection  can  be
reviewed in [25, 36]. For a more detailed time or space-resolved parameter analysis a local
subset selection is suitable [37].
For the reduction of adsorption reaction mechanism model based on additional individual
measured adsorption isotherms is obviously. In [32, 38, 39] independent adsorption
measurements were performed for reactants and products in the homogeneous or heterogeneous
catalyzed acetic acid esterification and subsequently the obtained parameters are integrated in the
reaction kinetic approach. Thus, the physical meaning of the adsorbed constants can be increased
while the estimated 95 % confidence intervals of the kinetic parameters are decreasing. Also the
adsorption behavior of reactants and products on zeolite catalysts was intensively studied. Based
on the adsorption equilibrium different reactant concentration on the catalyst surface can occur
[31]. For that reason, Denayer and Baron [40] investigated several chain lengths and branched
paraffins, as possible reactants, for the adsorption behavior in a broad temperature range. Corma
et al. [41] and Al-Sabawi et al. [42] determined adsorption parameters and heat of adsorption of
long chain hydrocarbons for zeolite supported catalysts in the range from 400 to 500 °C and 450
to 550 °C, respectively.
However, in many cases the adsorption measurements of reactants at a highly active catalyst are
very difficult, because of possible cracking reactions at the desired temperature range. Therefore,
adsorption measurements were often carried out at room temperature [42–44]. Thus, the
independent estimated adsorption parameters have to be extrapolated for the reaction kinetic
analysis. Additionally a catalyst species transformation based on the different temperatures can
4occur. Hence, the adsorption measurements cannot reflect the adsorption behavior at reaction
conditions [42].
The required adsorption isotherms of the reactants and products are given by previous work [45].
In this preliminary work adsorption isotherms were measured in a broad temperature and
concentration range using the frontal analysis method [46]. Following competitive adsorption
isotherms of the reactants were predicted by means of the ideal adsorbed solution theory [47, 48]
and the Multi-Langmuir model, respectively. In the range of higher concentration the studied
models reflects the experimental data well. Based on this reason the ordinary Multi-Langmuir
model is used in the kinetic modeling.
The structure of the present work is characterized as follows: At first global kinetic rate
approaches for the oxidation reactions of ethylene, propylene and carbon monoxide will be
derived for three different reaction mechanisms in the postulated catalytic cycles. Furthermore,
the reactor model including the component and impulse balance equation as well as the kinetic
parameter estimation will be introduced. In addition, the kinetic measurements are shown with
subsequent validation of each sub-network and concluding the total reaction network.
2 Catalyst characterization and reaction network
The chrome-alumina catalyst used in the experiments was prepared at the Max Planck Institute in
Magdeburg. The exact procedure is already presented by Kiedorf et al. [45]. The chemical
analysis of the fresh prepared catalyst was carried out by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical
Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using iCAP 6500 Duo (Thermo Fisher) system. The catalyst
contained 1.0 wt.-%  chrome  and  38.4 wt.-% alumina. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms were
measured at -196 °C using a Nova 2000e (Quantachrome) analyzer. The sample was degassed
for 24 h at 120 °C in vacuum. The specific surface area was estimated by BET and the pore
diameter calculated by BJH method. The CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst revealed a surface area of
152.7 m2/g and a pore diameter of 8.7 nm according to the γ-Al2O3 support (157.7 m2/g and
8.0 nm). TPR profiles were obtained on a BEL-CAT Catalyst Analyzer (BEL Japan Inc.) using
10 % hydrogen in argon. Only one broad reduction peak is apparent below 400 °C for the
CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst. It appears that this corresponds to CrO3. Accordingly, above 400 °C
Cr2O3 adsorption sites are present. Based on these measurements, the two oxidation states of
chromium, Cr6+ and Cr3+, can be observed. Sattler et al. [49] investigated Raman and UV-Vis
5spectra of a CrOx/Al2O3 catalyst. Therefore, the additional Cr2+ and Cr5+ species were identified
as active components in dehydrogenation reaction. Further the structure of the several present
chrome centers is analyzed. Cr3+ is found as an isolated center stabilized by the catalyst support
and in amorphous clusters. In this connection it is pointed out that these clusters are invisible in
the available XRD analysis (X’Pert Pro diffractometer by PANalytik). Crystalline structures are
observed only at higher chromium loading. Accordingly, based on this analysis the additional
observed chrome species can be expected on the presented catalyst. A more detailed analysis of
the presented catalyst will be forwent in this work. Rather the reaction kinetic analysis of the
total oxidation of ethylene, propylene and carbon monoxide is the scope of this manuscript.
The postulated total oxidation reaction network is presented in fig. 1. The reaction network
consider the total (r1, r3)  and  partial  (r2, r4) oxidation reactions of the reactants ethylene and
propylene, respectively [50]. Furthermore, the product of the partial oxidation reaction, carbon
monoxide, can completely be oxidized (r5) [28]. The thermal cracking reaction from propylene
to ethylene [51, 52] were only observed in a range below 0.1 %. For that reason, this reaction
was not quantified in this contribution.
According  to  Hu  et  al.  [53]  and  Kiedorf  et  al.  [25]  the  experimental  and  model  study  of  the
complex total reaction network was subdivided in three sub-networks. Starting investigations
with the smallest and independent sub-network the carbon monoxide oxidation (r1–r4 =  0)  the
complexity was increased and finalized at the complete network (r1–r5 ≠ 0). The intermediate
steps include the ethylene sub-network (r3–r4 = 0) and the propylene sub-network (r1–r2 = 0). For
this approach, the experimental measurements were adapted at each sub-network. Finally, the





· I Oxidation of CO r5
· II Oxidation of C2H4 r1, r2, r5
· III Oxidation of C3H6 r3, r4, r5
· Total reaction network Oxidation of C2H4 and C3H6 r1, r2, r3, r4, r5
63 Catalytic cycle and mechanistic models
The reaction kinetic analysis and modeling of the partial and total oxidation of ethylene,
propylene and carbon monoxide was performed using the Mars–van Krevelen (MvK), Eley–
Rideal (ER) and the Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism. The derivation of the rate models
was performed using the catalytic cycles (see fig. 2) and the Christiansen methodology [22, 24,
25]. Basic requirement of this method is the pseudo-first order rate assumption of all elementary
reaction steps in the catalytic cycle considered. In addition no step involves more than one
intermediate active catalyst species.
According to the MvK reaction mechanism (fig 2a), in the first step the reactant oxidation
proceeds with lattice oxygen on the solid catalyst surface. The reduced catalyst will be re-
oxidized by gas phase oxygen (second step). If a reversible catalytic cycle is considered (see fig.
2a) the general two step reaction formula is given in eq. 1.
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Insertion of the several steps working from the assumption of an irreversible catalytic cycle the
eq. 1 yields to the general MvK reaction kinetic equation (eq. 2).
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The derivation of the corresponding overall kinetic equation for the ER mechanism shown in fig.
2b can be performed in an analogues manner leading to eq. 3. For the presented catalytic cycle
oxygen adsorbs at the active catalyst species first (ω1). Afterwards the hydrocarbon or carbon
monoxide (not shown in fig. 2b) reacts with the adsorbed oxygen from the gas phase (ω2). The
reaction products water and carbon dioxide can adsorb at the catalyst surface and limit the free
adsorption sites, too. The transfer of this mechanism to the total oxidation of short-chain olefins
with dissociated oxygen results in a three step catalytic cycle (ω1´ is also considered).
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The Christiansen methodology is not able to handle catalytic cycles with more than one catalyst
species involved. Thus, the derivation of the Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson model
failed. Such reaction approach has to determine by means of the classical way [22, 24, 54].
7Therefore, the surface reactions of the adsorbed reactants were assumed as rate determining step.
Heynderickx et al. [3] discussed also the adsorption steps of the reactants as rate determining
step. If there is no steady state adsorption condition of the reactants available adsorption kinetics
can be included in the phase balance equation. Corresponding to the assumption of an oxygen
dissociation [3, 55] at the catalyst surface the final reaction rate can be written in general for
different reactants as follows.
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The temperature dependency of the kinetic constants is presented using a typical Arrhenius













4 Reactor model and parameter estimation procedure
The complexity of tubular reactor models in heterogeneous catalysis differs much from physics
involved. Based on computational and parameterization effort a model graduation is suitable.
Therefore, Froment and Bischoff [56] classified continuum models of the implemented phases
and dimensions. Furthermore, in heterogeneous catalysis models will be distinguished between
pseudo-homogeneous phase and heterogeneous phases consideration [54, 57].
The material balance was performed considering a pseudo-homogeneous ideal plug flow tubular
reactor (PFTR) model neglecting external and internal mass transport limitations, as well as
radial gradients corresponding to the experimental equipment used. Thus, the non-steady state
molar flux n ̇jc balance of each component in the fluid phase (eq. 6) contains an axial convection
















If exclusively non transient behavior will be considered in kinetic modeling the time dependent
accumulation can be neglected. The boundary condition is defined by:
( )
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8Based on difficulties in parameter estimation respective correlations the energy balance will not
solved [24]. Rather the temperature profile across the catalyst bed will be approximated
mathematically using a polynomial equation of second degree (see appendix). This equation is
fitted on values from three thermal sensing elements which are placed across the catalyst bed.
The pressure drop and the gas phase velocity ugas across the catalyst bed were correlated using
the semi-empirical Ergun–equation (eq. 8) which includes the void fraction ε, the dynamic
viscosity ηtot, the catalyst particle diameter dP and the total gas density ρtot.
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More detailed information for the Ergun–equation can be found in [58–60].
Based on the individual adjustable volume-surface-ratio of a reactor pipe the heat transfer
through the reactor shell is easily managed. Thus, various thermal operation modes are useable.
As aforementioned kinetic experiments should be performed isothermal to avoid superposed heat
transport phenomena [24].
The kinetic parameter estimation problem was solved using a trust-region-reflective algorithm,
which is implemented in the optimization solver lsqnonlin of MATLAB 8.6.0 (R2015b). The
estimation procedure was carried out in two steps [29]. First, initial values were generated at an
isothermal regression at each of the experimental investigated temperatures (see kjR(T) in eq. 5).
The second step includes a non-isothermal regression (see k∞,jR and EA,jR in eq. 5) based on the
initial values of the first regression. The used objective function OF follows the sum of least
squares method (eq. 9). The resultant 95 % confidence intervals of all estimated parameters were
calculated according to Joshi [61].
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However, also in combination of these two regressions strong parameter correlations may occur.
Based on this reason a transformation introduced by Schwaab and Pinto [62] is used that allows
estimating the activation energy and the frequency independently. In this approach, a reference
temperature is used to estimate on the one hand the ratio of the activation energy, universal gas
constant and the reference temperature and on the other hand the sum of the first parameter and
the logarithm of the frequency factor. Subsequently, with the final formulation the reference
temperature can be excluded so that the general Arrhenius approach (eq. 5) can be used.
9For evaluation and comparison of the experimental and modeled data the conversion X of
ethylene, propylene and carbon monoxide (eq. 10) and the yield Y of carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide (eq. 11) are used.
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5 Experimental equipment and procedures
The kinetic experiments were carried out in a lab scale test facility that consist of a gas supply, a
furnace with an integrated quartz glass reactor and a gas chromatograph analytic with a heated
multi-position valve which enable a gas analysis of the reactants and products. The reactant feed
gas composed of ethylene (Air Liquide 3.0), propylene (Westfalen Gas 2.5) or carbon monoxide
(Linde 4.7) in mixtures of air (technical grade) and nitrogen (Air Liquide 5.0). Total inlet flow
was set using mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst).
The tubular reactor (fused silica glass) with a length of 0.4 m and the inner diameter of 0.006 m
was filled with 0.1827 g of the CrOx/γ-Al2O3 powdered catalyst particles (dp = 150–250 μm) to
avoid mass transport limitations proven in preliminary experiments. The catalyst bed is encased
with inert particles (ZrO2/SiO2, dp = 0.001–0.00125 m, Mühlmeier), which is used as a pre-
heating zone of the feed gas and to achieve an ideal mixture of the components in the gas phase.
The reactor is embedded in a furnace (HTM Reetz). Thus, the temperature can be set between
25–1000 °C. The temperature is controlled by a thermo sensing element which is placed in the
center of the catalyst bed. Addition a thermo sensing element is positioned at the beginning and
the end of the catalyst bed, respectively.
The quantitative analysis of the gas composition was carried out with an online GC-TCD/MSD
(Agilent GC 6890) system equipped with a two column configuration. In the first column (HP
Plot Q) the hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide are separated. The second column (HP Molsieve)
separates the permanent gases and carbon monoxide.
The kinetic experiments were performed at a total volume flux (215 ml/min, STP 25°C)
corresponding to a catalyst weight to volume flux ratio W/F of 50 (kg·s)/m3. The pressure drop
of all kinetic experiments over the reactor length was less than 0.02 MPa and used as boundary
conditions in the Ergun-equation (eq. 8) in the kinetic modeling. The kinetic experiments were
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done as function of the temperature (T = 300–650 °C) and of the ethylene (xC2H4 =  0–1  %),
propylene (xC3H6 =  0–1  %),  carbon  monoxide  (xCO =  0–1  %)  and  oxygen  (xO2 = 0–20.9 %)
concentration. Each set of inlet concentration conditions and reaction temperatures was held for
at least 0.5 h to obtain two gas samples at steady state conditions. Thus, the observed
experimental data corresponds to average values of at least two independent measurements.
To evaluate the experimental data, the carbon balance was analyzed for each data point. The
error is  ± 5 % and therefore within the exactness of the used analytic GC measurement.  Thus,
additional side reactions or components cannot be observed. Furthermore, the catalyst activity
regarding the oxidation reactions was found as constant in regularly time intervals.
The experimental program performed for the three different sub-networks and the complex total
reaction network consist of
a) Sub-network I: 360 steady state conditions at 20 different temperatures, 4 different inlet
carbon monoxide concentrations and 7 different inlet oxygen concentrations
b) Sub-network II: 360 steady state conditions at 20 different temperatures, 4 different
inlet ethylene concentrations and 7 different inlet oxygen concentrations
c) Sub-network III: 160 steady state conditions at 20 different temperatures, 4 different
inlet propylene concentrations and 7 different inlet oxygen concentrations
d) Total network: 120 steady state conditions at 5 different ethylene to propylene mixtures
at one inlet oxygen concentration
6 Preliminary adsorption measurements
As aforementioned as a model reduction technique [32] the adsorption equilibrium parameters of
the reactants and products (see eqs.  3 and 4) on the CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst were investigated in
previous work [45] separately. Therefore, single component adsorption measurements covering
the whole reaction temperature region were done. On the basis of these experimental data the
adsorption parameters were estimated by means of a Langmuir adsorption isotherm model (eq.
12). The temperature dependence of the adsorption parameters were given with an Arrhenius


















Based on this equation the single component adsorption equilibrium constant Kjc can be directly
transferred to the LH (eq. 4) and ER (eq. 3) reaction rate approaches without any re-
parameterization.
7 Results and discussion
7.1 Carbon monoxide oxidation: sub-network I
For the reaction kinetic analysis of the total oxidation of carbon monoxide three different rate
approaches (eqs. 2-4) were determined and quantified as discussed in section 3. To avoid
parameter correlation and for improving the comparability of the rate approaches the adsorption
constants of the ER and LH mechanism were already estimated independently from the
occurring reaction [45]. As presented the competitive adsorption behavior can be described via
Multi-Langmuir adsorption isotherms. Thus, the adsorption parameters from tab. 1 are used
without any modification in kinetic analysis. Based on the diluted system (xCO ≤ 1  %)  and  the
mean exothermal heat energy (ΔHR(T=500°C) = -283 kJ/mol [63]) of the CO oxidation the
kinetic experiments can be considered as isothermal.
To obtain a reliable kinetic equation the temperature dependence of the reaction rates was
determined for four different carbon monoxide (xCO = 0.25–1.00 %) and five oxygen (xO2 =
1.00–20.90 %) inlet molar ratios. The temperature is varied between 300–650 °C. The
comparison of experimental and modeled data concerning the three approaches is given in fig.
3a-b. Several measured reaction temperatures are illustrated at the molar inlet ratios of carbon
monoxide and oxygen of 1.0 % and 20.9 %, respectively. The catalyst weight to total volume
flux ratio is 50 kgcat·s/m3. It is obvious that with increasing reaction temperature the conversion
of carbon monoxide increases. The performance of the catalyst presents at 300 °C a conversion
of CO close to zero. Above 450 °C the conversion is clearly emerging. Complete conversion of
CO is reached at 625 °C on the experiment setup selected.
During the adsorption based reaction mechanisms the shown experimental conversion and
carbon dioxide yield data are overestimated. The reduced MvK approach (eq. 2) reflects the data
in an excellent way (see fig. 3a-b). In this connection the estimated kinetic parameter are shown
in tab. 2. It is apparently, that the activation energies of the approaches differ strongly from 97.5
kJ/mol (MvK) up to 169 kJ/mol (LH). This is reflected in fig. 3a-b, too. The gradients of the
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adsorbed based rate approaches are too stiff. However, the difficulty is not the temperature
depends. Rather the dependency of the reaction rate on the reactant components cannot be
described by the ER and LH model. In contrast the activation energy of the MvK approach is
close to literature data. Liu [64] presented an activation energy of 91 kJ/mol on a CuO-Cr2O3/γ-
Al2O3 catalyst for a semi-empirical ER approach. Thus, the carbon monoxide oxidation at a
chromium based catalyst can be described by a MvK mechanism [22].
In order to illustrate the good prediction by MvK the comparison of the experimental
performance parameter and the modeled data is shown in fig. 4a-d for a wide carbon monoxide
and oxygen inlet concentration range. Fig. 4a-b and c-d reveal the individual effect of carbon
monoxide and oxygen at otherwise constant condition, respectively. It seems that the partial
pressure effect of both components is poorly developed in the range considered. Only the
temperature dependence can be observed. If the experimental stoichiometric ratio of carbon
monoxide and oxygen is considered it becomes apparent that oxygen is in excess for all
conditions. According to this the re-oxidation step of the catalyst species of the MvK mechanism
(see fig. 2) seems to be not rate determining. Thus, in parameter quantification the activation
energy of the oxidation step was estimated to be zero (see tab. 2).
In fig. 5a-b the influence of the catalyst weight to total volume flux ratio is shown. The
description of this effect is not part of the kinetic rate equation but rather of the reactor model.
This was already introduced in section 4. Accordingly, the experimental measured CO
conversion and CO2 yield with a W/F ratio of 100, 150 and 200 kgcat·s/m3 were predicted very
well by the reactor model. If the W/F ratio increases, the total volume flux decreases and hence
the residence time increases. Consequential the CO conversion and CO2 yield increases at further
constant conditions.
In the next steps of the more complex reaction network (II and III) analysis the already estimated
kinetic parameter of reaction 5 (see fig. 1 and tab. 2) will be fixed. Thus, finally all parts and the
total network can be described by the quantified kinetic approaches.
7.2 Ethylene oxidation: sub-network II
In the second sub-network the total (r1)  and  partial  (r2) oxidation of ethylene were quantified.
The experimental observation of the ethylene oxidation present for the selected inlet conditions
(xC2H4 = 1 %; xO2 = 20.9 %) that the ethylene conversion (fig. 6a) increases between 300 °C from
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close to zero to 550 °C up to 100 %. The resulting products are carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide. Further components were not observed by the used GC equipment. The experimental
carbon monoxide yield (fig. 6b) increases between 300 °C and 500 °C from zero to maximum 50
%. A further increase in temperature, supports the total oxidation of CO (see also sub-network I;
section  7.1)  thus  the  yield  decreases  to  the  point  of  zero  at  650  °C.  The  experimental  yield  of
carbon dioxide (fig. 6c) increases continuously from zero to 100 % in the chosen temperature
range.
The kinetic parameter estimation procedure by network decomposition of ethylene and
propylene oxidation in the sub-networks for the adsorbed based approaches is limited by the
equilibrium adsorption constant of water. Due to not suitable equipment these individual
adsorption measurements and the corresponding parameter estimation are missing in [45]. In
literature the gaseous water adsorption at transition metal oxides is described as strongly
pronounced [3, 11, 55, 65]. Accordingly, the inhibition effect by water adsorption on the active
catalyst species in resting state is apparent for all reaction rates in an analogous manner. Based
on this, the parameter estimation of the remaining sub-networks followed simultaneously on the
experimental data.
In previous articles several kinetic rate approaches were investigated to describe the total
oxidation  of  short-chain  olefins  and  alkanes.  Starting  with  empirical  [20,  65,  66]  and  semi-
empirical rate laws [55, 65] up to ER [64, 65], LH [3, 67] and MvK [66, 68] approaches.
Dependent on the active catalyst species and the reactant different approaches were suitable. In
recently published articles spectroscopic techniques were used to identify active catalyst sites
and analyze oxidation mechanisms reliable on a cupper-cerium oxide catalyst [69, 70] and CrOx
catalyst [49].
In this work, the applied reaction rate models are the MvK (eq. 2), the ER (eq. 3) and the LH (eq.
4) mechanism as discussed before. The partial and total oxidation reactions of each reactant were
described by the same mechanism. Based on parameter correlations for estimating the
temperature depending on the reaction and adsorption behavior of water, the adsorption
equilibrium parameter was estimated independently from temperature. The re-oxidation step of
the catalyst species by gaseous oxygen for a MvK mechanism is independent of the catalyst
reduction step. Accordingly, the reaction cycle step constant kox+ of the CO oxidation can be
transferred to the ethylene and propylene oxidation, respectively. The estimated kinetic
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parameters of the several reaction rate approaches of sub-network II are listed in tab. 2. A
comparison of the modeled temperature dependence for the performance parameters of the
different reaction rate approaches are shown in fig. 6a-c. Additionally the experimentally
measured data are presented in the figure, too.
The suitability of the derived rate approaches is pronounced differently. The trend of the
performance parameters as a function of temperature is reflected by all models. Nevertheless the
activation energies of the LH approaches are obviously greater than the rest of the studied
mechanisms (see tab. 2). Thus, the corresponding ethylene conversion is under and
overestimated at low and high temperatures by LH, respectively. Additionally, the yields of CO
and CO2 possess major deviations. This is reflected by the MvK approach, too. Especially the
yield of CO is widely underestimated. The most suitable approach for the description of the
ethylene oxidation is the ER mechanism. Accordingly, gas phase ethylene reacts directly with
the adsorbed oxygen catalyst species complex. Such characteristics of transition metal oxide
catalysts for the total oxidation of short-chain alkanes and olefins have been observed by [55, 71,
72]. The comparison of the estimated activation energy of the total oxidation with literature data
offers  some  deviations.  Yao  observed  a  value  of  90  kJ/mol  for  the  ethylene  oxidation  on  a
commercialized Cr2O3 catalyst [20].
In order to clarify the suitability in fig. 7a-f the temperature dependence of the performance
parameters is shown in a wide ethylene and oxygen concentration range. First the ethylene
partial pressure dependence is investigated (see fig. 7a-c). For this purpose the ethylene molar
inlet feed ratio is varied between 0.25–1.00 percent. Further inlet conditions were set constant
(xO2 = 20.9 %; W/F = 50 kgcat·s/m3). With increasing ethylene concentration the conversion
slightly decreases at a constant reaction temperature. Accordingly, the yield of CO and CO2
decreases marginal, too. This is related to the needed higher residence time of a larger quantity of
ethylene. The effect of increasing released heat of reaction with increased in the ethylene
concentration can only be notified above 450 °C and is considered in the kinetic modeling as
well.
Second the effect of the oxygen inlet concentration is studied in fig. 7d-f at a constant ethylene
molar inlet ratio (xC2H4 = 1.0 %). Based on oxygen excess conditions the concentration decreases
to the point of oxygen deficiency. The first decrease in oxygen affects the performance
parameter marginally. Only below stoichiometric conditions the influence is obvious. It is clear
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that the oxygen concentration limits the ethylene conversion (fig. 7d). As a result the yield of CO
increases (fig. 7e) and the yield of CO2 (fig. 7f) decreases strongly at high reaction temperatures,
respectively. This behavior is reflected by the ER kinetic model as well.
Also in the ethylene sub-network the effect of the residence time is studied individually (see fig.
8a-c). As aforementioned this is part of the reactor model and cannot be reflected by the reaction
kinetic. The investigation was performed by constant inlet molar ratios (xO2 = 20.9 %; xC2H4 =
1.0 %). The catalyst weight to total volume flux ratio is varied between 50 and 150 kgcat·s/m3.
Expectedly, with an increase in residence time the conversion of ethylene increases. This results
in  higher  CO  and  CO2 yields at constant reaction temperatures, respectively. Generally, the
reduced reactor model reflects the experimental data well. Nevertheless the yield of CO is
underestimated and CO2 overestimated at low and high temperatures, respectively. But the trend
is obviously.
7.3 Propylene oxidation: sub-network III
The sub-network III contains the total (r3) and partial (r4) oxidation reaction of propylene as well
as  the  previously  estimated  oxidation  of  CO  (r5). The quantification of the reaction rates was
performed in an analogous manner to the ethylene sub-network II. The needed adsorption
equilibrium constant of water (KH2O) for the adsorption based reaction rate approaches was
already introduced in section 7.2. The re-oxidation constant (kox+)  of  the  MvK  approach  was
already estimated in sub-network I. The comparison of the quantified rate models and the
corresponding experimental data of one inlet feed composition (xC3H6 =  0.5  %; xO2 =  20.9  %;
W/F = 50 kgcat·s/m3) is shown in fig. 9a-c. The associated kinetic parameters und their 95 %
confidence intervals of several rate approaches are given in tab. 2.
The experimentally observed performance parameters and dependencies on reaction temperature
and reactant concentrations are analog to the ethylene oxidation. Based on the chain length of
propylene the oxidation reactivity is increased compared to ethylene [20]. Additionally, the total
oxidation enthalpy of reaction is clearly increased, too. Calculated values of reaction r1 and r3 are
ΔHR,1(T = 500°C) = -1322 kJ/mol and ΔHR,3(T = 500°C) = -1925 kJ/mol, respectively (see fig. 1)
[63]. Accordingly, the temperature control process across along the catalyst bed is more
complicated. The maximum observed temperature range was amounted to 80 °C at 8 mm
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catalyst bed length. Based on this reason, the experimental data of the propylene oxidation were
restricted to either small propylene or oxygen concentration, respectively.
The comparison of the estimated rate approaches present that the ER and LH mechanism reflect
the experimental example data well (see fig. 9a-c). The predicted values of the LH approach are
in good agreement with the yield of CO and CO2. However, the observed boundary range offers
large deviation. The performance of the MvK mechanism faded compared to the others.
Accordingly, the ER approach is used to describe the whole experimental data set of the
propylene total and partial oxidation. Compared to literature data the activation energy of the
total  oxidation of propylene is  estimated in a similar dimension. Zahn [57] reported a value of
128.4 ± 17.2 kJ/mol for an empiric power law approach on a Cu-CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst and Yao
[20] 101 kJ/mol on a Cr2O3 catalyst, respectively.
In fig. 10a-f a comparison of experimental and modeled performance parameter for a broad
propylene and oxygen concentration range is shown. At a constant oxygen inlet molar fraction
(xO2 = 1.0 %) the propylene feed concentration is varied between xC3H6 = 0.25–1.0 % (see fig.
10a-c). With an increase of the propylene partial pressure the steady state conversion decreases
at constant residence time conditions (W/F = 50 kgcat·s/m³). In parallel the yield of CO and CO2
decreases, too. In kinetic modeling the effect can be reflected as well. Nevertheless, the yield of
CO and CO2 is strongly under and overestimated for the minimal propylene concentration
studied, respectively.
The effect of the oxygen concentration (see fig. 10d-f) is only visible below stoichiometric
conditions. This is obviously at the limited propylene conversion. The corresponding yield of CO
and CO2 is affected by the oxygen limitation, too. However, at this point the kinetic modeling
cannot reflect the experimental data. At oxygen excess conditions the performance parameters
are only slightly affected. With an increase in oxygen concentration the propylene conversion
increases, too. The corresponding yield of CO and CO2 first increases equivalent. At higher
reaction temperatures the following total oxidation of CO (r5) is also supported. This leads to a
strong decrease of the CO yield.
The investigation of the residence time effect on the sub-network III is performed at xC3H6 =
0.5 % and xO2 =  20.9  %  as  inlet  composition.  Based  on  the  experimental  plant  limitation  the
catalyst weight to total volume flux ratio is varied between 50 and 100 kgcat·s/m³. The
comparison of the experimental and modeled performance parameter is shown in fig. 11a-c. As
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aforementioned in sub-network I and II, respectively, with increase in residence time the
conversion of propylene increases, too. The modeled effect is much more pronounced as
experimentally validated. This can be observed for the yield of CO and CO2, too.
7.4 Evaluation of the total oxidation reaction network
In the previous analysis of the three sub-networks all reaction kinetic parameters have been
estimated (see bold parameters in tab. 2). Thus, in the following chapter the reaction kinetic will
be validated at mixture conditions which are not considered at parameter estimation. Therefore,
no additional parameter estimation will be done. The validation occurred at oxygen excess (xO2 =
20.9 %) and a catalyst weight to total volume flux ratio of 50 kgcat·s/m³. Often inhibition effects
based on competitive adsorption of the reactants are reported in literature [57, 73]. To analyze
the mutual retardation of the hydrocarbon oxidation in mixtures first the ethylene inlet
concentration is set constant and the propylene molar ratio is varied between 0 and 0.75 %. The
experimental and modeled performance parameters are shown in fig. 12a-d. The opposite
variation (xC3H6 = const.  = 0.25 % and ethylene molar ratio is  varied between 0 and 0.75 %) is
illustrated in fig. 13a-d. It is obvious that mutual retardation occurred for both cases. Only the
magnitude is differently pronounced. The conversion of the reactants for several conditions
reveals that the ethylene oxidation is strongly inhibited by propylene addition. Vice versa only a
marginal effect can be observed. This was already determined at the competitive adsorption
measurements of ethylene and propylene [45]. In this connection the Multi-Langmuir adsorption
model reflect the competitive adsorption behavior for the active catalyst sites well [45]. By
including the individual estimated single component adsorption parameter in the ER kinetic
approach the effect and also the order of the magnitude can be reflected by the kinetic model as
well (see figs. 12 and 13). This reaction order and the corresponding inhibition effects of the
hydrocarbon oxidation is already observed by several transition metal oxide catalysts [20, 74].
For the yield of CO and CO2 the effect of the competitive component adsorption can be studied
in detail. Whereas the yield of CO and according to this the partial oxidation reactions (r2 and r4)
are  only  slightly  effected.  The  yield  of  CO2 increases significantly with an increase of the
competitive component at lower reaction temperatures.
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8 Conclusion
In this contribution the partial and total oxidation of ethylene and propylene separately and in
mixtures on a CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst were investigated in a broad range of temperature and
reactant concentration, respectively. According to Hu et al. and Kiedorf et al. [25, 53] the
complex total reaction network was decomposed in three sub-networks with ascending
complexity to support estimating free kinetic parameters in rate equations for identified
reactions. Several detailed kinetic mechanistic rate equations were derived based on oxidation-
reduction and adsorption–desorption reaction mechanisms postulated in a general catalytic cycle.
To reduce the quantity of kinetic rate parameters and avoid linear dependencies at parameter
estimation the adsorption equilibrium constants of each component were studied separately
without reaction. Therefore, single component adsorption isotherms for all reactants and
products, except water, were measured in a broad temperature and concentration range. A
combination of Henry and Langmuir model was adapted at the experimental data. Additionally,
as reference a general Langmuir adsorption model was estimated. Competitive adsorption
isotherms were predicted using the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory and the Multi–Langmuir
model. Using the Multi–Langmuir adsorption model parameter, only the kinetic constants of the
adsorbed based rate approaches were quantified and evaluated at kinetic experimental data for
each sub- and the total network, respectively. The rate approaches with the best experimental
data agreement including estimated parameters were transferred in the next sub-network.
According to this the carbon monoxide oxidation corresponds to the MvK mechanism [22] and
the ethylene and propylene partial  and total  oxidation reactions to the ER mechanism [20].  For
evaluation of the reaction pathway this method has only limited suitability [24]. The reactant
oxidation occurs with gas phase, adsorbed and lattice oxygen on the CrOx/γ-Al2O3 catalyst,
respectively. But only the dominate reaction pathway will be described by the reaction kinetic.
However, the validated rate approaches reflect the experimental data on the whole observed
temperature and concentration range very well. For this purpose the conversion parity plots of
several sub-networks are shown in fig. 14. Only the propylene conversion (sub-network III)
possesses a systematic deviation at lower and higher reaction temperatures, respectively. This
can be also by difficult experimental properties because of the high values for released heat of
reaction.
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The estimated activation energy of the ethylene total oxidation reaction (EA,1 = 57 kJ/mol) is
obviously smaller as of the partial oxidation reaction (EA,2 = 111 kJ/mol). The identical trend can
be observed for the propylene oxidation (EA,3 =  86  kJ/mol  and EA,4 =  102  kJ/mol).  For  the
comparison of the ethylene and propylene oxidation no distinct trend can be observed. The
activation energy of the total oxidation increases with the increase in the chain length and for the
partial oxidation the opposite occurs. The activation energy of the carbon monoxide oxidation is
97 kJ/mol, which is close to literature data [64]. The calculated 95 % confidence intervals of the
estimated parameters are mostly in a significant range. Especially the confidence intervals of the
activation energies are less than 11 %.
Based on the estimated reaction kinetic new innovative integrated reactor concepts can be used
in reactor development and process optimization and control.
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EA kJ/mol activation energy
ΔHads kJ/mol sorption enthalpy
ΔHR kJ/mol enthalpy of reaction
K Pa adsorption constant
j - index
k varies reaction rate constant
m kg mass
ṅ mol/s molar flux
OF - objective function
p Pa pressure
q mol/kgcat load capacity
R J/(mol·K) universal gas constant
r mol/(kgcat·s) reaction rate




V̇ m³/s volume flux
W/F (kgcat·s)/m³ catalyst weight to volume flux ratio
X % conversion
x % molar ratio
Y % yield
yobs - observed system response
z m spatial coordinate
Greek letters
ε - void fraction
η Pa·s dynamic viscosity
Θopt - optimization parameter vector
ρ kg/m³ density













Nc number of components
Nobs number of observations








At kinetic parameter estimation problems the additional solving of a thermal energy balance is
quite difficult because of parameter correlation [24]. Therefore, the use of an empirical
polynomial approach is suitable (see eq. A1).
(A1)
By means of eq. A1 predictions of temperature profiles are not possible. Accordingly,
experimental temperature data are needed to estimate PT,1-3 separately.
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